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ABSTRACT 

The economic contribution of agriculture for GDP 

of India is steady declining with the country's broad-

based economic process. Still, agriculture is 

demographically the broadest economic sector and 

plays a big role within the overall socio-

economic cloth of India.  The industries produce 

with an expectation of gaining a profit for their 

products but at the time of harvest, the prices may 

go down. Similarly, the manufacturers will have to 

pay more prices for buying the raw materials than 

they get back for their finished goods. Material price 

risk is the biggest challenge of supply chain 

management too. Actually, price fluctuation is 

undermining what is normally the basic role of 

price; standing as a messenger between consumer 

and producer, informing producer about consumer 

wishes, and the latter of the difficulty in producing. 

With constantly changing prices, this message is 

being scrambled. The problem dealt here is how to 

reduce risk in the commodity market of cotton  

Keywords: Dynamic Hedging, Price Volatility, 

Cotton Futures  

1. INTRODUCTION 

The success of individual financial management has 

become increasingly important in recent decades. 

Making sound asset management decisions requires 

development of the knowledge and essential skills to 

make prudent and financially rewarding investment. 

Knowledge is needed regarding the nature of myriad 

investment alternative available in today’s complex 

economic environment. Skills are needed to evaluate 

the potential risk and return associated with an 

investment decision.  

Risk refers to the uncertainty that the actual return 

the investor realizes will differ from the expected 

return. Risk and return goes together. Risk in 

investment is the major problem faced by investors. 

Markets are unstable, Instability is rarely a blessing. 

When prices fluctuate, in market economy, marginal 

cost never equates price. Since the equality between 

marginal cost and price is a basic argument in favor 

of the virtue of the competition, price volatility may 

contradict the wisdom regarding the benefits of a 

market economy [1]. There are several methods for 

reducing risk over futures, swaps, forwards, options 

etc. Hedging is one of the very popular means of 

reducing or controlling risk. This can be done by 

taking a foothold within the futures 

market that's opposite to the one within the physical 

market with the target of reducing or limiting 

risks related to value changes. Hedging could be 

a two-step method. A gain or loss within 

the money position because of changes 

in value levels are countered by changes within 

the worth of a futures position[2]. 

A commodity exchange is outlined as a 

market wherever patrons and sellers 

trade commodity linked contracts on the idea of 

terms and conditions set down by commodity 

exchange (UNCTAD, 2007). Because of the 

importance of artefact production and consumption 

in India, it absolutely was necessary to develop 

the commodity market 

with correct restrictive mechanism 

for potency and best resource allocation. A well-

developed futures market is of nice significance to 

the economy and may be useful to completely 

different stakeholders in commodity market. Futures 

markets provide efficient price signals which enable 

the producers to plan their production strategy so as 

to avoid the occurrences of glut or scarcity [3]. 

Indian economy is agro-based and agriculture is its 

mainstay as it constitutes the backbone of the rural 

livelihood security system. Agriculture has been 

always to be the life line of the Indian economy since 

economic security is essentially predicted upon the 

agricultural and allied sectors. The agriculture sector 

encompasses crop production, animal husbandry, 

fisheries, agri-business, etc. Crop production 

depends upon crucial inputs such as good seeds, 

fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation, human labor, 

machinery and management[4]. This study helps 

potential investors in agro-based industries learn 

how to reduce risk in the products. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW   

Price Volatility of Crude Oil Futures Market 

Volatility could be a measure for variation 

of value of a financial instrument over time. Historic 

volatility comes from statistic of past 

market prices. an implied volatility comes from 

the value of a 

market listed derivative (in specific an option). 

The image σ is employed for volatility, and 

corresponds to plain deviation, that shouldn't be 

confused with the equally named variance, that is 

instead the sq., σ2. ‘Volatility’ merely suggests 
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that σ of a stock is live of our 

uncertainty regarding the returns provided by the 

stock. it's a rate at that the price of a security will 

increase or decreases for a given set returns. 

Volatility is measured by scheming the 

quality deviation of the annualized returns over a 

given amount of your time. It shows 

the vary to that the worth of a artefact could increase 

or decrease. Not several researches are conducted 

on the price volatility of cotton[5].  

[6] Previous studies investigated the methods for 

price determination of storable commodities 

by expressly taking into consideration that, the 

introduction of a futures market alters the decision-

making procedure of individual optimizing agents. 

The study analysed the optimizing behaviour of 

agents, World Health Organization manufacture and 

trade storable commodities within the absence or 

presence of opportunities for futures catching and 

derived a group of individual offer and demand 

functions below price uncertainty and risk 

aversion that permits to know however activities of 

production and inventory holding ought 

to be changed as a consequence of 

introducing futures markets and also 

the role played by futures market in 

transferring value risk from hedgers to 

speculators.[7]) evaluated the most determinants 

of choice premiums action the variations between 

futures and choice contracts and apply the Black and 

Scholes formula to the Phibro proposal. The 

results disclosed that the Phibro 

proposal didn't anticipate 

future value volatility properly and tried to 

administer some insight 

on however choice contracts could complement 

futures contracts and the way the event of this 

type of instrument could complement the 

NYMEX choices or futures contracts. 

[8] Other studies analyzed the relative significance 

of energy futures costs compared to energy 

spot prices as predictors of money prices within 

the future and compares the utilization of futures and 

lagged spot costs as instructive variables 

in prediction models. The results indicated that 

the prophetical significance of every series is found 

to be identical once depersonalized knowledge is 

utilized, however once actual prices square 

measure utilized, futures costs properly anticipate 

the ascertained seasonal pattern. Spot costs were 

found to 

produce basically identical prediction significance 

as futures costs and disclosed that 

futures prices properly anticipated 

the seasonal pattern within 

the spot prices which each the futures and spot series 

provided superior instructive power if adjusted to 

embody the forward seasonal part acceptable to the 

particular worth being forecast. 

[9] attempts to state what governments and 

donors will do to develop markets that 

ameliorate commodity worth volatility 

as commodity price volatility affects governments, 

producers, processors, traders and 

native money establishments. tho' restricted ability, 

lack of clear native reference prices, issues of scale 

still stay as vital barriers market-based artefact risk 

management instruments became a lot 

of fashionable many non-public sector participants, 

state-owned corporations, and developing country 

governments exploitation commodity derivatives 

markets to hedge their artefact worth risks motor-

assisted by the globalisation of artefact markets, 

market easing and lower trade and capital barriers. 

The study conjointly states 

that tho' many international 

organizations supply general technical help to 

make the danger management skills of 

policy manufacturers and market participants, 

the suppliers of risk management instruments. 

[10] a new economic policy and opening of Indian 

agriculture at international level without any 

institutional support affected the domestic prices 

and thereby income of farmers. Free entry of 

Multinational Corporations in the seed market 

affected the state farmers of Andhra Pradesh badly 

as compare to other states in the country[11] aimed 

to assess the accuracy of different value forecasts 

for fifteen primary commodities, six industrial 

metals( aluminum, copper, lead, nickel, tin and zinc) 

and 9 agricultural things ( Wheat, maize, 

soybeans, flour, soyabean oil, sugar, cotton, 

coffee- alternative milds, and coffee-robusta) took 

into thought 3 varieties of artefact value forecasts, 

those supported judgement, those relying solely on 

historical value knowledge, and 

people incorporating costs implicit by commodity f

utures. The spot and futures costs seem to be non 

stationary and kind a co-integration relation for 

many of commodities.[12] investigated the hedging 

effectiveness of Australian, Hong Kong and 

Japanese stock futures markets. This study compares 

the hedging effectiveness of futures markets by OLS 

method and the generalized autoregressive 

conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH) model 

with consideration of the time varying distribution 

of the cash and futures price changes.  [13] examined 

the long term dynamic hedging of crude oil market. 

The study considers there recent and efficient 

models respectively with one, two, and three factors. 

From all these literatures it can be clear that large 

number of studies on cotton market is not so 

common, most of them conducted to the volatility of 

cotton futures international market. Some of the 

studies are addressed problem in a clear manner and 

other studies have addressed an overview of the 

problem. Variations exist in the depth, coverage, 

scope methodology etc...Some studies are focusing 
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only to the part of taking future prices of cotton and 

didn’t consider the factors affecting cotton future. 

Some researchers have used advanced tools for data 

analysis and others have followed simple statistical 

tools.[14] This study is conducted on the volatility 

of cotton futures market by examining the effect of 

factors on cotton futures market and its impact on 

Indian economy with selected variables. It also 

studies the relationship between the spot and future 

prices for cotton using co-integration test. The 

effectiveness of dynamic hedging strategy for a 

storable commodity is being evaluated. So this study 

will fill the research gap in the commodity 

futures[15]. The price of cotton futures market is 

highly volatile, so this study is relevant for 

understanding the present situation of the cotton 

futures market. Based on the above literature the 

following conceptual model were proposed by this 

study. 

 

Figure 1 

3. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The paper is descriptive in nature, using only 

secondary data and it is collected from MCX Index, 

Commodity exchanges websites, other websites and 

RBI site. Correlation, Regression, GARCH model 

and ARCH model were used as a tool for 

econometric analysis. Measuring Volatility Data of 

daily closing prices, futures settlement prices, total 

futures Trading Volume (TV) and total Open 

Interests (OI) are used for analysing the impact of 

future trading on spot price volatility.  Cash price 

volatility is first modeled as a GARCH (1, 1) 

process. In an arch model the conditional error 

variance of the time series is represented by an 

autoregressive (ar) process, with conditional 

variance equal to a linear function of past squared 

errors10. The garch process is often preferred by 

financial modelling professionals because it 

provides a more real-world context than other forms 

when trying to predict the prices and rates of 

financial instruments. This study has been made to 

analyse the following, 

 Price volatility of Future price and spot 

price of cotton  

 Relationship between the spot price and 

future price, traded volume and open 

interest of Cotton 

 Factors affecting cash price volatility and 

impact of these factors on cash price 

volatility 

 Effectiveness of a dynamic hedging 

strategy for a storable commodity. 

For this purposes the data were taken from Multi 

Commodity exchange (MCX) for the period of April 

2016 to March 2019. These data includes Spot price, 

Future price, traded volume (in lots and in ’000) and 

Open interest of cotton.  

4. ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Price volatility 

Price volatility can be measured by using many 

methods, simple method that can be used for 

measuring the volatility of spot and future price is 

finding and analyzing by using standard deviation of 

data. Price volatility of future price and spot price 

are measured in this analysis. The actual data of 

these variables calculate the average and standard 

deviation. 

Table-1 

Table showing average and standard deviation of 

Spot and future price 

Price 
Future price 

(Rs) 
Spot price (Rs) 

Mean ( 

Average) 
18223.67 18156.7654 

Standard 

deviation 

 

1958.439 2188.580269 

  

 

Figure 2 
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From this table and graph we can understand that 

there is a high deviation for the data from the actual 

mean it can be understand that there is a high degree 

of deviation for the data from the actual mean. 

Garch Method 

Another model which is used for checking volatility 

test is ARCH family test includes GARCH. For this 

first we want to check whether the data is stationary 

or not. Only stationary data can be tested through 

econometrics test, for checking the stationary unit 

root test can be made.  The test statistics at zero level 

is given as bellow,  

Table-2 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic (zero level) 

Variable Test 

statistics 

P-value 

Future price -1.091004 0.7212 

Spot price -0.739389 0.8346 

     

From the above table the “p” value is not reaches to 

zero. That means the both data are non stationary so 

we can do unit root test at first level 

Table-3 

Augmented Dickey-Fuller test statistic ( first level) 

Variable Test statistics P-value 

Future price -27.30777 0.0000 

Spot price -23.35539 0.0000 

      

Here the “p” values are reaches to zero then on the 

first level unit root test the data becomes stationary 

and we can go to econometrics models. Before going 

to ARCH models we want to check whether there is 

clustering volatility. If there is clustering volatility 

then only we need to go for ARCH models. 

Clustering volatility can be identifying by plotting 

the data in a graph at regression models. 

Method of checking clustering of volatility 

If there is clustering of volatility then only we can 

proceed to conduct ARCH test. If this phenomenon 

is existing then only the ARCH effect is valid. These 

periods of low volatility are followed by periods of 

low volatility for a long period were indicated by 

some symbols and periods of high volatility 

followed by periods of high volatility for a long 

period is indicated by some symbols. When this 

thing may happen we can say that there is clustering 

volatility, and if there is clustering volatility then we 

have all the validity to run the ARCH model. The 

spot price and future price series are tested for 

ARCH effect using the following GARCH (1, 1) 

Yt =  α +  βʹXt + Ut 

The hypothesis set for the study is as follows  

 H1: is that there is ARCH effect 

The result obtained as bellow 

Table-4 

Testing Cotton future for ARCH effect 

Variable Coeffic

ient 

Std. 

Error 

Z-

statistic

s 

Probabili

ty 

Variance equation 

C 

746.53 

267.0

761 2.7951 0.0052 

RESID(-

1)^2 

0.0947

45 

0.016

220 

5.8414

14 0.0000 

GARCH(

-1) 

0.8889

66 

0.016

331 

54.435

48 0.0000 

Significance at 1% level   

     

Table-5 

Testing cotton spot for ARCH effect 

Variable Coefficient Std. 

Error 

Z-

statistics 

Probability 

Variance equation 

C 238.5015 38.20109 6.243317 0.0000 

RESID(-

1)^2 0.096742 0.11424 8.468157 0.0000 

GARCH(-

1) 0.898557 0.007939 113.1803 0.0000 

The “p” values of both series are below 5%, 

therefore we reject the null hypothesis and accepting 

the alternative hypothesis that there is ARCH effect 

The result shows that there is a significant ARCH 

effect on both the spot and future price series.  

In this study trade volume and open interest are 

taken as the indicators of the future trading activity, 

21 day moving averages of both Cotton trade 

volume and open interest are calculated and the 

difference between the original data and these 

moving averages are taken as the unexpected 

components of volume and open interest 

 

Granger Causality test 

The effect of an economic shock on the spot market 

is highly persistent, expectations formed on the 21 

day moving average may not be able to whiten the 

unexpected component and a large number of 

trading days, means more than 21 days would be 

require to full incorporation of the information from 
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an economic shock into this series, study examines 

the lead lag relationship between the unexpected 

component of the study of the futures trading 

activity and cash price volatility by using Granger 

Causality. 

Here also we are considering only the stationary 

variables but we already converted all the variables 

in to stationary in first steps 

Pair wise ganger causality test was performed on 

unexpected trade volume (UTV) and Spot 

(GARCH) series and Unexpected Open Interest 

(UOI) and Spot (GARCH). The hypothesis is 

H1: Unexpected Trade Volume granger cause cash 

volatility and Vice versa 

H1: Unexpected Open Interest cause cash volatility 

and vice versa 

The results of granger causality are as follows: 

Table- 6 

Pair wise granger between UTV and CV 

Hypothesis 
Num

ber 

F-

Statisti

cs 

p- Value 

UTV does not 

Granger cause CV 
842 

5.3318

8 
0.0050 

CV does not 

Granger cause UTV 

0.0403

3 
0.9605 

Since the p value is less than 0.05 in case of UTV 

does not Granger CV but higher than in case of CV 

does not Granger cause UTV. So hypothesis is 

rejected in case of first and accepted in case of 

second. Hence it is inferred that a uni-directional 

causality running between UTV and CV in case of 

cotton. 

 

Table -7 

Pair wise granger between UOI and CV 

Hypothesis Number 
F-

Statistics 

p- 

Value 

UOI does not 

Granger cause 

CV 
842 

0.07145 0.9310 

CV does not 

Granger cause 

UOI 

0.19508 0.8228 

Since the p value is higher than in case of both cases, 

that made to accept both the null hypothesis.  

Testing the relationship between SPOT and 

FUTURE price of cotton 

As suggested in methodology the relationship 

between series are analysing with the help of 

Econometrics tool Johansen Co integration test and 

also with the statistical tool correlation. In time 

series test econometrics tools are widely accepted 

but here we are also testing the correlation 

coefficient of the SPOT and FUTURE price. 

Table - 8 

The result of correlation test is as follows 

Relation between Spot 

price series and Future 

price series 

Correlation coefficient 

0.953353711 

   

From the above table the correlation coefficient is 

(0.953353711) almost near to +1, that means there 

is a high positive correlation between Spot price and 

Future price of Cotton, indicating that when Spot 

price increases Future price also increases and vice 

versa. Now we can go for econometric tests, ie. 

Johansen Co integration test 

The hypothesis set for the test is as follows: 

H1: there have co integrative equations 

 The test statistics values are given bellow: 

Table - 9 

Unrestricted Co integration Rank Test (Trace) 

Hypothesi

zed no. Of 

CE(s) 

Eigen 

value 

Trace 

statistics 

0.05 

critical 

value 

P 

Value 

None * 
0.4290

96 

706.326

3 

15.494

71 

0.000

1 

At most 

1* 

0.2437

11 

234.917

5 

3.8414

66 

0.000

0 

     

      

Here in both cases the p value is less than 5% so we 

reject the null and accepting the alternative that there 

are Co integrative equations and they are more than 

one. 

Factors effecting the future and spot price of 

Cotton 

There are many factors which may affect the price 

of a commodity, mainly demand, supply, inflation, 

GDP, exchange rate etc. Many of the empirical 

studies are based on exchange rate, GDP and 

inflation rate. So in this study we are only 

considering the two important factors inflation rate 

and foreign exchange rate. 

Correlation between prices and factors 
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The bellow given table shows the correlation 

between SPOT price-Inflation Rate, SPOT price-

exchange rate, Future price-inflation rate and Future 

price-exchange rate 

Table – 10 

Relations 
Correlation 

coefficient 

SPOT price-Inflation Rate 0.457656 

SPOT price-exchange rate 0.288401 

Future price-inflation rate 0.525556 

Future price-exchange rate 0.199438 

      

From the table it is clear that Inflation rate having a 

same level of positive change to the future and spot 

price of cotton. But exchange rate having a small 

effect on these prices. That means an 

increase/decrease in exchange rate affect the same 

movement in the change but comparatively low 

degree. Now we can find out the co integration 

between these variables 

5.  FINDINGS AND CONCLUSION        

Summary  

Indian economy is agro-based and agriculture is its 

mainstay as it constitutes the backbone of the rural 

livelihood security system. Agriculture is continues 

as to be the life line of the Indian economy since 

economic security is essentially predicted upon the 

agricultural and allied sectors. The agriculture sector 

encompasses crop production, animal husbandry, 

fisheries, agri-business, etc. Crop production 

depends upon crucial inputs such as good seeds, 

fertilizers, pesticides, irrigation, human labor, 

machinery and management.  

Cotton is not only a simple agriculture product it is 

also an investment tool for users of cotton as well as 

for the cultivators of cotton. Commodity futures are 

traded with a standardized agreement to buy or sell 

specified quantities at a specified price at future date 

agreed upon today. Cotton futures are hedging tool 

for cultivators as well as for textile manufactures. 

They provided global cotton price discovery and 

opportunity for portfolio diversification. Cotton is 

effective diversifying risk during economic stress 

period or instability. The present study is made on 

price volatility of cotton future market. 

The aims of the study are to examine the impact of 

future trading on the spot price volatility of cotton. 

The study is also is an attempt to understand the 

relationship of cotton spot price on exchange and 

inflation rate, and also made an attempt to know the 

hedging efficiency of cotton in future market. The 

basic objectives of the study are: 

 Price volatility of Future price and spot 

price of cotton  

 Relationship between the spot price and 

future price, traded volume and open 

interest of Cotton 

 Factors affecting cash price volatility and 

impact of these factors on cash price 

volatility 

 Effectiveness of a dynamic hedging 

strategy for a storable commodity. 

Based on the objectives the study about the price 

volatility of cotton is done using the secondary data. 

For this purposes the data were taken from Multi 

Commodity exchange (MCX) for the period of April 

2012 to March 2015. These data includes Spot price, 

Future price, traded volume (in lots and in ’000) and 

Open interest of cotton. The exchange rate and 

inflation rates were taken from RBI sites. The data’s 

other than Exchange rates and Inflation rate were 

taken in daily basis and others are taken in monthly 

basis. The variables used for the study are spot price, 

future price  

Findings 

There is high deviation for spot price and future 

price from their respective actual means 

Price 
Future price 

(Rs) 
Spot price (Rs) 

Mean ( 

Average) 
18223.67 18156.7654 

Standard 

deviation 

 

1958.439 
                   

2188.580269 

 

There is a uni directional causality running between 

unexpected trading volume (UTV) and cash price 

volatility (CV). 

There is causality between unexpected open interest 

(UOI) and cash price volatility (CV). 

There is high positive correlation between spot price 

and future price.    (r= 0.9533) 

There are co integrative equations are between 

future price and future price of cotton. That means 

there is long term relation between the variables 

There is positive correlation between spot price and 

future price towards inflation rate and exchange rate, 

but in low degree. 

 

Relations Correlation coefficient 

SPOT price-Inflation 

Rate 
0.457656 
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SPOT price-exchange 

rate 
0.288401 

Future price-inflation 

rate 
0.525556 

Future price-exchange 

rate 
0.199438 

 

There are co integrative equations between Spot 

price-Inflation rate, spot price-exchange rate, future 

price-inflation rate and future price-exchange rate. 

That means all these are having long term 

relationship 

By analysing the hedging efficiency it is noticed that 

there is high degree of hedging efficiency is existing 

in case of cotton and both prices are moving in the 

same direction. By doing hedging we can reduce 

100% risk and sometimes we are getting an extra 

profit for hedging 

Conclusion 

From the above study conducted to analyse; 

 Price volatility of Future price and spot 

price of cotton  

 Relationship between the spot price and 

future price, traded volume and open 

interest of Cotton 

 Factors affecting cash price volatility and 

impact of these factors on cash price 

volatility 

 Effectiveness of a dynamic hedging 

strategy for a storable commodity. 

It is concluded that there is ARCH effect is existing 

in case of Spot and Future prices of Cotton. There is 

long term relationship between spot price and future 

price and also having long term relationship between 

these prices and inflation rate and exchange rate. 

Hedging efficient in cotton, means we can safeguard 

all our investment (100%) by hedging in cotton 

futures.  
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